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Abstract 
Using the Crystal BaII detect& operating at, the DORIS II storage ring we have 

measured the lept.onic partial widths Ice of the Y (1 S) and Y (25) resonances. We find 

I’,,(Y(lS)) = 1.34 f 0.03 i 0.06 keV and 

I',,(T(2S)) = 0.56 IL 0.04 & 0.02 keV. 

The effect on I,, of applying different prescriptions for radiative corrections is discussed. 
We also measure R, the ratio of non-resonant hadronic cross section to the Born cross 
section of p pair production, at c.m. energy W = 9.39 GeV to be 

R = 3.48 zt 0.04 f 0.16. 



1 Introduction 
- 

Ever since t,he discovery [l] of the Y resonances in 1977 measurements of their leptonic partial 

decay widt.hs I,, have been of great, interest. The measured values support the interpretation 

of t.he Y family as bound st,at,es of charge /Q] = l/3 p ar ,IC es t’ 1 and serve as tests for pot,ent,ial 

models, which describe t,he Y (nS) as the n3S1 st,ates of a bb system. Moreover, the total widt.hs 

r tot are usually obtained from t,he measured Ice widths via the relation Itot = Iee/BPP,, where 

B,, is the independently measured Y(nS) decay branching ratio to ~1 pairs. This assumes 

lept.on universality, which will be done throughout this paper. 

. We report’ here a precision measurement of l?,, for the Y( IS) and Y (2s) resonances 

performed wit,h t,he Crystal Ball det,ector operating at the DORIS II ese- storage ring at 

DESY. I,, is obt,ained from the measurement, of the cross section for ese- + h,adrons as a 

funct,ion of the e+e- center-of-mass (c.m.) energy W in t,he region of the resonance. We use 

4 scans of tshe Y( IS) and one of t,he Y(2S). F rom condinuum data taken below the Y(lS) 

and from the Y(lS) scans we also obt,ain a value of R, t.he ratio of non-resonant hadronic 

cross section to t,he Born cross section of /J pair product,ion, at W = 9.39 GeV. Single beam 

data is used in t,he background estimat,es. 

Exdracting Itot from I’,, /BP, requires consistent applicat,ion of radiative corrections in t’he 

separat,e. det,erminat,ions of Fee and BPP,, which has not been t,he case for previously quoted 

values of Itot for t,he Y resonances. We use consistent definitions of I,, and B,, which 

correspond t,o t.he Y decay to all ese- and ,u+p- final states: the contributions of higher 

order QED diagrams t.o t,he decays are not removed. We compare our result to previous I’,, 

measurements by re-normalizing these to correspond to the radiative corrections as applied 

here. In obtaining the value of R we follow its tradit,ional definit.ion: the ratio of the QED 

lowest order continuum cross sect,ions for e+e- + hadrons and e+e- + p+p-. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a short description of the Crystal 

Ball detector. The hadronic event selection crit.eria are discussed in section 3. The Monte 

Carlo event. generation used in det,ermining efficiencies to observe hadronic events is described 

in section 4. Section 5 is devoted t,o t,he backgrounds in the hadronic data sample. The 

luminosit#y determination is discussed in section 6. Since I’,, and in turn rtot depend strongly 

on the paramet,rization used for the observed cross section cobJ( W), we discuss the different 

theoretical formulations for it in some detail in sect,ion 7. In section 8 we describe our 

procedure t.o det,ermine I’,, and present our results. The effect on I,, of different theoretical 

formulations for 0 ObJ( W) is discussed in section 9. The measurement of R is described in 

sect,ion 10, which is followed by our conclusions. 

I I  
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2 Detector and Trigger 
- 

The Cryst,al Ball detect,or [2] is a non-magnet,ic calorimeter designed to measure precisely t’he 

energies and directions of electromagnetically int,eract,ing part,icles. The experimental setup is 

shown in fig. 1. The main detect.or is a spherical shell of 672 optically isolated NaI( Tl) cryst,als 

covering 93% of t.he tot.al solid angle. The remaining 7% is left, free to allow room for the beam 

pipe. Each crystal, of truncat.ed pyramidal shape, is 16 radiat,ion lengths deep (corresponding 

to - 1 nuclear absorption lengt.h), points to the int,eraction region and is read out by its own 

photomultiplier. The 60 crystals immediately surrounding the beam pipe are called “tunnel 

crystals”. They cover the angular region of approximately 0.85 < 1 cos 0 < 0.93, where 8 is 

t.he angle with respect to the beam axis. NaI(T1) endcaps increase the angular coverage to 

98% of 47r, but are not used in &is analysis. 

The measured energy resolution for electromagnetically showering part.icles is CTE/E = 

(2.7 xt O.Z)%/tE/GeV. M inimum ionizing particles deposit about 210 MeV. Approximately 

two thirds of the hadrons are expect,ed t,o undergo nuclear int,eract,ions while traversing 

the NaI(T1). The d irections of elect,romagnetically showering particles are measured in the 

NaI(T1) to an accuracy of ue = 1” t,o 2”, depending on their energy. For minimum ionizing 

particles.00 Z 3”. 

The data used in this analysis satisfy our t.otal energy trigger, which is fully efficient’for 

events depositing at least 1.9 GeV in the NaI(T1) cr s a s y t 1 which lie within / cos 01 < 0.85. 

Our selected hadronic events (see section 3) have a minimum total energy of N 2.1 GeV. 

3 Hadronic Event Selection 

The criteria to select, hadronic events are designed to have a high detection efficiency while 

reducing background contributions to a minimum, t,hus minimizing syst,ematic effects. We 

rely solely on t,he most, accurat-e and efficient, part, of the detector: the 672 NaI(T1) crystals of 
672 

the main ball. We define the energy seen in t,he 672 crystals as EBALL = c E; and an energy 
i=l 

cluster as a group of adjacent crystals with energies greater than 10 MeV each. Hadronic 

events then have to pass t,he following selection cuts: 

1. 0.2 W < EBALL 5 1.1 W , where W is the c.m. energy. 

2. Etunnels/E~~~~ < 0.5, where EtunnelJ is the sum of the energies deposited in the 60 

tunnel crystals of the main ball. 

3. As a measure of the energy imbalance of an event, we define /? E 161 = & 
672 

I i 
C Ei fi; , 
i=l 

where fii is a unit vector pointing to the center of the P crystal. The normalized 

transverse energy of an event, is defined as xtr = $EEi sin 8;. Guided by Monte Carlo 
z=l 
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studies of ha.dronic events we apply the following cut,s in t,he (p,xtr) plane: events are 

accepted if t’hey sat,isfy Ztr > 0.23, /? < .O.? and 2 tr > 0.5@ + 0.11. These cuts are shown 

in fig. 2, where we pres.ent in the (p, ztr) plane t,he event population for a representative 

subsample of unselected data. 

4. There should be at least 3 energy clusters with an energy Ecluster > 100 MeV each. 

5. EventIs should not, have more than 1 energy cluster with Ecluster > 0.35 W. 

6. .Events should not have any energy cluster with Ecluster > 0.35 W if EBALL > 0.75 W. 

Cuts 1 to 4 are effective in suppressing backgrounds coming from beam-gas interactions, 

cosmics and two-phot,on collisions. The last t,wo cuts efficiently remove background from 

QED processes like Bhabha scattering. The background remaining in our hadronic data 

sample is discussed in detail in section 5. 

4 Efficiency Determination 
: 

The detection efficiencies for hadronic events from Y (1s) and Y (2s) decays, continuum qq 

production events and background events are calculated using the Monte Carlo t,echnique. 

Hadronic events from Y( IS) and Y(2S) d eta y s and from continuum @ production are gener- 

at,ed with the st,andard LUND st,ring fragmentation program version 6.2 [3]. As an alternative 

hadronization scheme we use t.he coherent, parton shower model offered in the same program. 

This scheme is based on the QCD cascade model by Marchesini and Webber [4]. In sect,ions 

8 and 10 we estimate our sensitivity to the hadronization scheme from the difference in the 

efficiencies obdained wit.h t,he two models. 

The generated events are passed through a complete detector simulation. This simulation 

includes the following steps: 

1. Electromagnetically interacting particles are handled by the electromagnetic shower 

development program EGS [5]. 

2. The interactions of hadrons are simulated with the GHEISHA 6 program [6]. 

3. Extra energy deposited in the cryst,als by beam-relat,ed background is taken into account 

by adding special background events to the Monte Carlo events. These background 

events are obtained by triggering on every 10'th beam crossing, with no other condition. 

4. The events are then reconstructed using our standard soft,ware and subjected to the 

same cuts as the data. 

The efficiency calculat,ions are described in more detail in sections 5, 8 and 10. 
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5 Backgrounds 
- 

Background events originate from 1) QED p recesses, 2) two-photon interactions and 3) col- 

lisions of beam particles with residual gas and t.he vacuum beam pipe. Estimates of the 

ma.gnibudes of these backgrounds are obtained wit,h Mont,e Carlo techniques and single beam 

dat.a. The specific method used depends on the origin of the background events and will be 

discussed below. The result,ing background estjimat.es will be used in sections 8 and 10 in the 

det,ermination of I?,, and R, respectively, and in the est,imate of the syst,ematic errors. 

5?1 QED Processes 

To estimate the background from the QED processes e+e- ---$ eSe-(y), yy(y), p+p-(y), and 

ese- + 7+7-(y), we generate events of these types with the programs of Berends et al. [7,8]. 

The (y) indicates t,hat photon emission and other QED processes to c3((r3) are included. The 

generated cross sections u and t.heir products wit’h the corresponding efficiencies E to pass 

our hadronic selection cuts are presented in bable 1. The largest source of background stems 

from the ese- + r%-(y) channel with ~0 = 171 It 4 pb compared to EU E 3000 pb for 

e+e- 4 h.a.drons at W = 9.39 GeV. Contribut.ions from t,he other QED reactions are much 

smaller. 

5.2 Two-Photon Collisions 

According to a recent compilation [9] of the t,otal cross section data of the process yy + 

h.adrons a good description of t.his data is obtained by adding the predictions of the Gen- 

eralized Vector-Meson Dominance Model (GVDM) and the Quark Parton Model (QPM). 

Since we expect only small background cont,ributions from two-photon int,eractions we follow 

this suggestion. For the QPM part we generate qij pairs wit,h a Monte Carlo program of 

Vermaseren and Lepage [lo] with subsequent’ hadronization by the standard LUND program 

version 6.2 [3]. T wo-photon event.s wit,h a GVDM cross section, paramet.rized according to 

ref.- [9] as utot YY ( + hadrons) = [(240 * 29) + (394 XII 110) GeV/K,,)] nb, are generated 

.by a Monte Carlo program using the Equivalent, Photon Approximation [ll]. The sum of 

t’he generat,ed QPM and GVDM cross sections a.nd the resulting observable cross section are 

presented in t,able 1. 

5.3 Beam-gas Background 

Events from collisions of beam particles with residual gas or with the vacuum pipe are refered 

to as “beam-gas” events. The contamination from beam-gas events in our hadronic sample is 

determined from single e+ and e- beam runs taken close in time to our resonance scans. We 

assume that all events in the single beam data which meet our select,ion criteria are beam-gas 
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events. The number of residual beam-gas events in t.he hadron selected colliding beam data 

sample is calculated in two independext ways. 

In t,he first method we normalize the single beam dat,a to the colliding beam data by 

integrating t.he product of t,he hotal beam current and the gas pressure over run time. This 

method is essentially independent of any model, but sensitive to any difference in beam optics 

bet,ween single beam and colliding beam runs. 

The second met,hod makes use of Monte Carlo simulations. For a given set of hadronic 

event, select,ion criteria t,he number N,,, of events which pass these criteria is given by 

N act = CCgiEi + NBG 7 (1) 

where NBG is the number of beam-gas events, L the indegrated luminosity, oi and Ei are 

t,he cross sections and corresponding hadron selection efficiencies for all colliding beam ese- 

processes. Tl ie gi and &i are det,ermined by Mont,e Carlo simulations of the relevant pro- 

cesses. It, t,urns out, t,hat. it is possible to vary cuts such that we can obtain a subst’antially 

larger fraction of beam-gas events in our hadronic data sample without large changes in the 

efficiencies. For such modified selection criteria we obtain 

N’ act = L:CfliE: $ TNBG > (2) 
i 

where T is the acceptance ratio for beam-gas events for the two sets of cuts. This factor T is 

determined using single beam data. Subtracting eq. 1 from 2 we get 

AN,,, = N;,, - N,,, = LCaiAei + (T-1)NBG . (3) 
i 

Since T is large and the change in the efficiencies AE is small, the change in the number of 

accepted events AN,,, is fairly insensitive to the cross sections used. Solving eq. 3 for NBG 

gives the number of beam-gas events. 

Both methods give consistent results. Taking t.he average we find that beam-gas back- 

ground contributes only a very small fraction to t.he hadronic data sample from the continuum 

process e+e- -+ hadrons: 

~BG 5 NBG/N=== = (0.30 4~ 0.01 21 0.03)s . 

The first, error is the statistical error. It is determined from the second method and reflects 

the st,atistics of the data used. The syst.ematic error is derived from the difference in ~BG 

values obtained by both met,hods. For the Y scans ~BG is higher by a factor of 2 due to larger 

machine background. The distribution of t,his background as a function of c.m. energy is flat 

within statistical errors. 
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6 Luminosity Measurement - 
The luminosity is measured using t,he e+c- + e+e-(y) and ese- + yy(y) events observed 

in t,he main NaI(T1) det,ect,or. Events which have exact,ly t.wo energy clusters each with 

E cluster > 0.35 W and with direct,ions inside 1 cos 19 < 0.75, are selected as luminosity events. 

The integrated luminosity L is calculat,ed from t,he number of luminosity events NLumi using 

C = NLumi W2/a . 

The explicit energy fact,or W2 removes t,he leading l/W2 cross section dependence, allowing 

use of a const,ant conversion factor a. wit,hin our limited W range. The value of a is determined 

by generating a sample of et e-( 7) and y?(y) Monte Carlo events with the program of Berends 

and Kleiss [7] and passing t,hem through t,he full detector simulation as described in section 

4. The luminosit,y is correct.ed for the direct Y + e + - e decays which cont’ribute to NLumi. 

A 2.5% syst!ematic error on the luminosity is obtained by adding quadratically contri- 

but,ions from t,he following sources: 1.0% from Monte Carlo stat,ist,ics, 1.0% from 4th order 

0 _ QED corrections [12], 1.97 f rom a variahion of cuts wit,hin reasonable limits, 0.7% from the 

correction for direct decays Y + e + -, 0.2% from hadronic and beam-gas background, 0.1% e 

from the. non-Zeading energy dependence of t.he conversion factor a. 

7 Radiative Corrections and Definition of I’ee 

The measured excitation curve a(W) of t,he resonance in t,he process e+e- + Y + hadrons is 

used to obtain r,,. Without QED radiative correct,ions t,he cross section for t,he format,ion of 

the Y in ese- annihila.tion has a Breit-Wigner form of width rtot. For t,he Y(lS) and Y(2S), 

r tot is about, t,wo orders of magnitude smaller than the r.m.s. spread A in the c.m. energy of 

the storage ring due to synchrot,ron radiation, which for DORIS II is A z 8 MeV. Thus the 

Breit-Wigner can be safely approximated by a delta function, UBW = Ato) 6(W - M), with 

Ato) t,he area of the Breit-Wigner and AJ the mass of the resonance: 

where Bhad is the resonance branching ratio into hadrons. Convolut,ing this 6 funct,ion with 

the Gaussian distribution of the beam energy gives the effective lowest-order cross section: 

‘T(‘)(W) zz A(‘) exp( -z2/2) W-M 
AJ2rr , ,‘- A * 

The to) in these equations indicate that. the quantities are to lowest order in QED, correspond- 

ing to the Feyman graph of fig. 3 a. The a(O)(W) must then be multiplied by our efficiency 

for detectming hadronic events to get, the observed cross section; this factor is discussed in sec- 

tion 8.1. Here we are concerned with the QED radiative corrections to the production cross 
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section a(O)(W). They h g c an e both its shape and its normalization. The relevant Feynman 

diagrams to c3(03) are shown in fig. 33-e. - 

Radiative correct,ions were initially calculated by Yennie et. al. [13] and Bonneau and 

Martin [17]. Several other theoretical calculations have appeared since [18,19,20,22,30]. Gen- 

erally, the result is a convolution of the lowest order cross sect,ion a(‘)(W) with a distribution 

function which mainly reflects a bremsst,rahlung energy spect.rum. The result is of the form 

a(W) = A(o) (7) 

Most ‘previous measurements of l?,, have used t.he funct,ional forms for N(z) as obt’ained by 

Jackson and Scharre [18] or by Greco et, al. [19], respectively: 

NJ&) = (@)’ ryi + t) &-z) + (6, +2II)exp(-Z”/4) , (a,) (8) 

NGPS(~) = (@)’ qi + t) II-t( -2) x (1 + 6, + an> . (b) 

Here l? denotes t,he gamma function and D-, is Weber’s parabolic cylinder function [23]. 

Note t,hat in the limit t A 0, OPt( -2) + exp( -z2/4) and the Gaussian shape of the machine 

resolution is recovered. 

In the above formula 5, = at + $($ - i) t s ems from the vertex correction (fig. 3d), 

and t =.?(2lnz - 1) is the equivalent radiator t,hickness. II is t,he vacuum polarization 

correction from the dia.gram of fig. 3 b. It, includes the effect, of all the lepton and quark loops 

in 3 b: II = II, + II, + II, + IIqvarks. The electron loop cont.ributes II, = 4 ($ In z - i) % 

0.014 at energies W near the Y resonances. Muon and tau loops are calculated with their 

corresponding masses [20]. The q uark loop cont,ributions have been est’imated by Berends 

and Komen [16] from the measured a(e+e- 4 h.adrons) to be IIqvarkJ e 0.017. Summing all 

fermion loop contributions yields II % 0.038 at our energy. In their original papers, Jackson 

and Scharre and Greco et al. ignored the p, T, and quark contributions. In eq. 8 we have 

correct)ed this by replacing II, by II in t,heir formulae. 

Both forms of N(z) take into account the effect of many soft photons emission via “soft 

photon exponentiation”, which leads to the (2A/W)t f ac ors in eq. 8. Jackson and Scharre t 

apply it only to part of the cross section, whereas Greco et, al. correct the entire c3(03) 

expression. The d’ff 1 erence is of c1(cr4), so that a definitive decision on which treatment is 

more accurate can only be made on the basis of a complet,e calculation to that order. Such 

a calculation has recently been done by Berends et al. [30], indicating good agreement with 

the form NGPS(Z). 

Thus NGPS( Z) is suitable for use with eq. 5 and 7 to measure I’!:) Bhad. However, we are 

interested in the physical r,,, corresponding to a calculat,ion to all orders in o. l?,, is defined 

as the partial width of the decay Y -+ ese-. In QED Y + e+e- is always accompanied 

by an infinite number of low energy photons. To avoid specifying a photon energy cutoff 

in measurements of B,, (or B,,), t i is conventional to include all decays with extra photons 
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Y 4 ese- + ny in the definition of r,,. In order t.o relate r,, to I$:), we assume t,hat. the 

c3(03) calculat’ion is a good approximation to l?,,. The full set, of diagrams contribut,ing t$o 

t.he decay to O(a3) are shown in fig. 3f-j. I’!:) corresponds to t,he lowest order diagram 3f 

alone. By the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg t,heorem [14], t,h e mass singularit,ies from the vert.ex 

correction and the bremsst,ra.hlung graphs (i.e. the terms proportional to In E) cancel to each 

order in o, leaving a finite part which is negligible [20]. Th us the only radiative correction 

which makes a net 0(cr3) contribut,ion t,o t,he decay comes from the vacuum polarization 

graph 3 g int,erfering wit,h the lowest order graph 3 f. This leads to an increase of the partial 

width: 

r,, = (I + m) r:;). (9) 

(0) * Lepton universalit,y for rll implies r,, z rfiP c l?,, to good approximation. Since 1 + 6, + 

2II = (1 + S,)(l + 2I-I) to th is order in a, we can remove t,he 211 from N(z) eq. 8 b and 

introduce N’(Z) = N(,z)/(~ + 2II). This yields 

with 

cr(W) = A 
exp( -z2/4) 

A& NY4 

67r2 
A = __ I’,, Bhad . 

M2 

(10) 

(11) 
More recent calculations of the radiative corrections use this convention. Tsai [20] and Kuraev 

and Fadin [22] find, respectively: 

344 = (g)’ r(i + T) D-+2) x (1 - II-6e/n , (a,) 

N&(z) = (gy r(i + t) D-t(+) x (l$S,) . (b) 
02) 

The N;IF( Z) is exactly NGpS( Z) with t,he 2lI removed. In the expression of Tsai 2’ = tkZn( A) 

is the equivalent, radiator thickness correct.ed for pair production, which at W = MTtls) differs 

from t by 0.32%. Some of the higher order corrections have also been calculated by Kuraev 

and Fadin, and differ from the renormalization group result of Tsai. However, the results 

agree to 0(03). The above formula for N&(Z) omits the higher order terms. 

Our results presented in section 8 are based on the formalism of Kuraev and Fadin [22], 

using eq. 10, 11, and 12 b to obtain ree B had directly. One could equally well use eq. 5, 7, 

and 8 b to obtain I’!:) B had and then apply eq. 9 to get I’,, Bhad. However, most previous 

measurements have used the formalism of Jackson and Scharre with H = II,, resulting in 

somet,hing which is neither r,, nor I’(O). A comparison with the results obtained using the ee 

various formalisms is presented in sect,ion 9 to demonstrate t.he differences. 

To obtain l?,, from l?,, Bhad we need the hadronic branching ratio Bhad. With the assump- 

tion that the resonance only decays into hadrons and lept,on pairs we can use the relation 

Bhad + 3B,, = 1. It is important. to note that B,, is measured including all extra photons 

in the decay and contains the vacuum polarization term from graph g of fig. 3; otherwise the 
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above equality would not hold. Also a determination of rtot = ree/Bpp requires the vacuum 

polarizat’ion t,erm to be included in the leptonic- width [21]. 

8 ITee Measurements 

The resonance paramet,ers Ad and r,, are det,ermined by fit,ting t.he following function to the 

observed hadronic cross section: 

sobs(W) = AobJ ex;-z4) Nfi&) + $ . (13) 

The first term accounts for t,he decays Y + hadrons. Aobs = AE: is t,he area of the Breit- 

Wigner multiplied by our hadronic detection efficiency for resonance decays. The resonance 

mass M enters by the variable z = (W - M)/A. R a ia ive corrections are treated according d t 

to the prescription of Kuraev and Fadin 1221, using NkF(z) from eq. 12 b. The second t,erm 

reflects hadron production from t.he continuum, which to lowest order scales as 1/W2. Over 

the narrow energy region used in t,he fit,s, the C/W2 continuum part of aobs( W) will include 

nearly all contributions from the background sources discussed in section 5. 
.: 

The data samples of hadronic events used for our l?,, det,erminations are summarized in 

t,able 2. -We have performed 4 scans over the Y(lS) resonance and one scan over the Y( 2s). 

Each scan has approximately 100 nb-l per point. The value of l?,, determined from the scans 

is insensit,ive t,o small overall changes (of the order of 110 MeV) in the absolute energy scale. 

It is, however, sensitive to the point-to-point error of the energy measurement,. 

The most. precise beam energy measurement at - e + e storage rings can be made by using a 

depolarization t,echnique [24], if the b earns are polarized. Due to the emission of synchrotron 

radia,tion’electron and positron beams become polarized via the Sokolov-Ternov effect [25]. ," 
DORIS II provides a beam polarizat,ion of up to 80% in the Y(2S) energy region thus allowing 

a very precise energy determinat,ion for our Y(2S) scan dat,a: UE/E b 2 x 10p5. Details of 

this measurement can be found in [26]. 

In the Y(lS) energy region t,he beam polarization is destroyed completely by storage ring 

resonances specific to the DORIS II machine configuration. Here t,he most precise measure of 

the relative beam energy comes from t.he det,ermination of t,he magnetic field B at the beam 

position of a storage ring bending magnet, using the nuclear magnetic resonance effect. The 

accuracy achieved here is oB/B - 5 x 10e5. 

The determination of the beam energy from the magnetic field measurement depends on 

the machine parameters, which change with time, and on the degree of saturation of the 

magnets, which depends on the history of energy changes. We observe shifts of order 10 MeV 

between different run periods, and smaller shifts between successive scans. To avoid as much 

as possible a shift during a scan we always scan with monotonically increasing beam energy 

and complete each scan within a period of a few days, during which the machine parameters 
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are held as consdant as possible. The point-to-point error on the c.m. energy is taken from 

CB/B = 5 x 10e5 to be 0.5 MeV. Alt,hough P,, is nearly unaffected by small uncertaint,ies in 

the absolute energy scale (of order *lO MeV), we avoid any syst#ematic influence from this 

effect by choosing the normalization factor between energy and magnedic field so that t,he 

fitted resonance mass is equal to the nominal mass MTtls) = 9460.0 f 0.2 MeV [27]. For t,he 

limited energy range of our scans the beam energy is a linear function of the magnetic field 

B. 

8.1 ITee of the Y(lS) 

We first fit each scan individually to t,he funct,ion eq. 13 with four free parameters: Aobs, A, 

M and C. The values of Aobs and C from t,hese fits are labelled “C free” in table 3. Only 

scan number 1 covers a wide enough W range for a good determination of the cont.inuum 

constant C. Then we fit, scans 2 to 4 with C fixed t,o the result, obt,ained from scan 1. This 

results in t,he Aobs values labelled “C fixed” in table 3. They agree wit,hin errors, but are not 

statistically independent, and camlot simply be averaged to improve the statistical accuracy. 

For our final result, we fit the four scans simultaneously, allowing relative energy shifts 

between them as 3 addit,ional free parameters. This makes maximum use of the continuum 

information and gives a st,atistically correct average of Aob”. The result of this fit, with the 

data of each scan corrected for its relative energy shift, is shown in fig. 4. The x2 of 45.4 for 

37 degrees of freedom corresponds to a confidence level of 16.1%. The parameter values are: 

A Ohs = 286 f 6 nb MeV, A = 7.8 rrt 0.2 MeV, and C = 300 i 6 nb GeV2. Scans 2, 3 and 4 are 

shifted in nominal c.m. energy from scan 1 by -4.0 i 0.4 MeV, -8.6 * 0.4 MeV, -7.8 i 0.4 

MeV, respectively. The machine resolution A is compat,ible with the expected value of 7.6 

MeV. 

I’,, Bhad is calculated from eq. 11 and A = Aobs/cg where E; is the probability that a 

resonance decay is accepted in our hadronic sample. To obtain E$ Monte Carlo techniques 

as described in section 4 are used. With t,he st,andard LUND program version 6.2 [3] we 

generate the following Y (IS) decay modes with branching ratios according to the Particle 

Data Group values [27]: a) decays into 3 gluons and ygg; b) direct decays to qq; c) decays 

into two leptons. Typical detect.ion efficiencies for the Y resonances are a) s& = 90%, b) 

E:~ = SO%, c) E:+~- = 150/o, whereas E:++,- and E:+~- are negligibly small. We get as total 
T(lS) detection efficiency Ed = 83.1 f 0.1 f 0.2 ( see table 4). The first, error results from Monte 

Carlo st,at,istics, whereas the second systematic error originates from the hadronization model 

used and the detector response. We find a 1.4% difference in the efficiency using the standard 

LUND string fragmentation and a coherent, parton shower model. In addition we estimate a 

2.5% systematic error to account for uncertainties in modelling the detector response. 

Using the measured value of Aobs and E;‘~‘) we obtain 

Fee Bhad = 1.23 f 0.02 f 0.05 keV. (14) 
11 



The 4.1% syst,ematic error is explained in section 8.3. Division by Bhad = 1 - 3B,, using 

t,he world average of BPP( Y(1S)) = (233 i O-.12)% from t’able 5 yields 

r ee = 1.34 i 0.03 5 0.06 keV. (15) 

8.2 Fee of the Y(2S) 

For the scan over the Y(2S) we have the flE E 0.2 MeV energy det.erminat,ion for each scan 

point from depolarizat,ion measurements. Fitting our data as a function of energy to the 

expression of eq. 13 gives the following results for the paramet,ers: M = 10023.5 & 0.4 MeV 

in-agreement wit,h our published value [26] and t,hat of ref. [27], Aobs = 110 & 8 nb MeV, 

A = 8.2 f 0.5 MeV which agrees with t,he expected machine resolution of 8.5 MeV at MT(~, 

and C = 296 f 12 nb GeV2, compatible with the value found at the Y(lS). The fit has a x2 

of 12.5 for 5 degrees of freedom corresponding to a 2.8% confidence level. The data and the 

resulting fit curve are shown in fig. 5. 

The Monte Carlo event sample used to det,ermine the hadronic detection efficiency for the 

Y (2s) includes in addit.ion to the decay channels considered for t,he Y (IS) the following decay 

modes: d) radiative decays to the three 3Po,1,2 st,ates which in turn either decay radiatively 

to the Y(lS) or via 2 gluons (“PO, 3 P2) or 3 gluons (“PI); e) 7r+r- and 7r07ro transitions to the 

Y(lS). The e+ents were generated with a beam polarizat,ion of 80% as observed in our data. 

We obtain a detection efficiency (see table 4) of E;(~‘) = 85.4 f 0.2 i 0.2 with statistical and 

systematic errors as discussed for t,he Y( IS) in section 8.1. Using this value, the measured 

value of Aobs and B,, = (1.4 i 0.3)% from t.able 5 we obt,ain 

I',, Bhad = 0.54 & 0.04 i 0.02 keV (16) 

and 

I?,, = 0.56 * 0.04 i 0.02 keV. (17) 

8.3 Systematic errors for Fee 

.One of the largest contribut,ions to the systematic error comes from the 2.5% uncertainty in 

the luminosity determination. 

A 2.8% systemat,ic error on the detection efficiencies for the Y( IS) and the Y(2S) is the 

quadratic sum of the contribut.ions already discussed in section 8.1. 

. . We allow a 1.5% error for t,he dependence on cuts, found by varying them within acceptable 

limits, and by using an alternate hadron selection method described in ref. [29]. 

Next we consider the effect, of backgrounds in our data sample. Background contributions 

from the continuum QED processes eSe- + e+e- 7 YY, P+P-, and 7+ T- are already suppressed 

by our event selection. Moreover, the lowest order cross sections for these processes all 

scale like 1/W2, so that events of t,his type are mostly included in the C/W2 term. The 
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determination of the area Aobs under the resonance curve is not affected by background 

contributions. In section 5.3 we estimate the- beam-gas contamination to be 0.6%. This 

background has a flat dist,ribution as a function of energy and is almost completely absorbed in 

the continuum t,erm C/W2 of eq. 13. Two-photon reactions have a cross se&on proport,ional 

to In W2, as do higher-order corrections’to the condinuum QED background. To check for any 

such background we also perform fits to the dat,a adding a second background term C’ In W2 

to eq. 13. These fits give C’ = 0 i 3nb, C = 300 i 10nbGeV2. The latter value is the 

same as obtained in se&on 8 wit.hout t,he lnIIT2 term. Also all ot,her fitted paramet,er are 

completely unaffected by adding such a t,erm. Over t,he scanned energy range, the value found 

for C’, which is highly andicorrelat,ed with C, would result in a 0.3% change (at, the 1 S.D. 

level) of the background, if there were contribut,ions from processes with energy dependence 

proportional to In w2. 

To test for possible c.m. energy shifts within each individual one of our scans we make 

several addit.ional fits to t,hem. Between any two scan points we split each scan in two parts 

allowing as an additional fit. parameter an energy shift of one part with respect to the ot,her. 

Within errors t.he fitted single shifts are always compatible with zero. The probability that all 

shifts together are zero is as high as 3lY0. Again within errors the fitted Aobs do not deviate 

from the values given in section 8 obtained without any shift. 

Combining the errors quadratically we obtain a 4.10/o syst,ematic error on our Pee Bhad 

values. Dividing by 1 - 3B,, to obtain I’,, introduces an additional systematic error of 0.4% 

for the Y(lS) and of 1.3Yo for the Y(2S). 

9 Discussion of Fee Results 

Previous measurements of P,, of the Y’s used either the Jackson-Scharre or the Greco et al. 

formulation of radiative corrections, which differ from the Kuraev-Fadin form we used, as 

discussed in section 7. However, all of the forms in eq. 8 and 12 give very similar shapes, with 

differences appearing in the normalization. Thus previous measurements can be renormalized 

to correspond to the Kuraev-Fadin formulation by comparing the values of N(z = 0) in 

‘eq. 8, 12. This is done in t,able 6, and compared to our values. Here we compare I?,, Bhad 

rather than I’,, t,o remove the dependence on B,,, which was not very well known at the time 

of the earliest I,, measurements. Adding the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature 

shows our result to be the most precise single measurement for the Y(lS) as well as for the 

Y(2S). The agreement, wit,h the world averages, calculated without our values, is excellent. 

Based on our data we give a comparison of I?,, values for the Y( IS) obtained applying t’he 

four different radiative corrections according to eq. 8 and 12 in fig. 6, the errors shown are 

statistical only. Although Tsai’s ansatz [20] h as been criticized by Kuraev and Fadin, both 

prescriptions give nearly the same Pee result, since they are equal to the order of corrections 
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considered here. The point marked as “Berends et al.” shows the result using their c3(cu4) 

calculat,ion [30]. Using tl le expression% of Jacks-on and Scharre [18], eq. 8 a, and of Greco et. 

a.1. [19], eq. 8b, the I’,, values are lower due to the inclusion of II,, the electronic vacuum 

polarizat,ion cont,ribut,ion. In table 7 we compare radios of N(z = 0) to the corresponding 

ratios of l?,, values ext,rached from our Y (1s) scans using t,he various prescriptions. The 

agreement. to better t,han 1% support,s t,he applica.bility of the resealing procedure. 

10 Determination of R 

The determination of R follows its tra.ditional definition: R is the ratio of non-resonant 

hadronic cross section to the Born cross section of p pair production 

R= 
u(O)( e+ e- + hadrons) 

a(O)(e+e- 4 p+p-) * (18) 

In contrast to Fee, which is a physical quantity, R is a theorist’s ratio, in which the effect 

of QED corrections is removed, as indicated by the symbol u(O). The lowest order p pair 

production cross section at fixed c.m. energy W is given by [27] 

47r a2 86.9 
a(‘)( e’e- + pLspL-) = 3w2 = w2 nb GeV2 . W  

We have - 7.1 pb-l of data (see table 2) taken in the continuum below the Y(lS) at c.m. en- 

ergy W = 9.39 GeV. The observed hadronic cross section cFbs is given by NhadronJ, the number 

of selected hadronic events, and t.he luminosity C: 

obs Nhadrons 
u z 

c * 
(20) 

We define the quantity 

c III @J J’p (21) 

which is determined run by run. Taking the weighted average we obtain C = 300.38 * 

2.88nb GeV2. Combining eq. 19 with eq. 21 gives the observed Robs: 

obs R = 
c 

86.9 nb GeV2 * 

As discussed in detail in refs. [36] and [37], R is obtained from Robs as follows: 

R = Rob”(l - fBG)- ARQED - AR,, 
Egnt (1 + S,) 

(22) 

(23) 

6~ accounts for the initial state radiative corrections, &R = 0.291 [37] at W = 9.39 GeV. 

Here a cut-off at 1% of the beam energy has been applied for the energy of bremsstrahl- 

photons. ~BG = 0.3% is the percentage beam-gas contamination (see section 5.3). ARQED = 
0.187 & 0.005 is the background at W = 9.39 GeV from the continuum QED processes 
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e+ e- + e+e- , yy, p+p-, and T+T- which pass our hadron selection criteria. AR,, = 

0.020 i 0.006 is the background from two-photon collisions. The AR are calculated from EU 

of table 1 as AR = &a W2/.(86.9nb GeV2). c$rt is the detection efficiency for continuum 

hadron production. We use the average of the eS e- -j 44 efficiencies obtained with the 

standard LUND string fragment,at,ion and the coherent parton shower model (see table 4). 

The systematic error on R receives contribut,ions from the following sources: The 1.4% 

difference of the efficiencies for the LUND string and the coherent shower model is taken as 

syst,ematic uncert,aint,y resultming from the hadronizat,ion model used. We estimate a 2.5% 

syst,ematic error to account. for uncertainties in modelling the detect.or response. The error 

on-the luminosity det,erminat,ion is 2.5%. The backgrounds which have to be subtracted are 

already small due to our select,ion cuts. The systematic error on the beam-gas fraction is 

A~BG/'~BG = 10%. If we conservatively allow for a 5% systematic uncertainty in ARQED 
and if we assume that. for two-photon background the cross sections of both, the GVDM and 

QPM contributions are known only within a fact.or of 2, then the background subtraction 

affects our R by less than 0.6%. The dependence on hadron selection cuts is determined as 

described in section 8.3 and contributes 2.5%. Finally, according to ref. [37] 6~ is known 

to 1%. The factor (1 + SR)-’ thus g ives another 0.1% systematic uncertainty. Adding the 

different contributions quadratically we assign a 4.6% systematic error to the measured R 
value. We then obtain 

R = 3.49 f 0.05 i 0.16 at W = 9.39 GeV, 

where the errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. 

As a cross check of this result we also determine R from the continuum contribution in 

our resonance scan data by the same method as discussed above. Here C is the value of the 

continuum parameter C found in the fit to our Y(lS) scans: C = 300 f 6nbGeV2. We find 

R = 3.47 f 0.07 f 0.16 at W = 9.46 GeV. 

Both R values agree within st,atistical errors. The statistical error on the latter value is larger 

reflecting the smaller data sample. The systematic error is the same as discussed above. 

The expected change in R when changing W from 9.39 GeV to 9.46 GeV is of the order of 

AR/R - low4 and thus not observable within our accuracy. So taking the weighted average 

of the t.wo measurements we obtain 

R = 3.48 i 0.04 I!I 0.16. 

A compilation of R values in t,he energy range W = 9.3 to 10.4 GeV is given in fig. 7. In 

this energy range no flavor threshold is crossed and changes in R due to the energy dependence 

of t,he strong coupling constant are unobservable within present statistics. Our result agrees 

with most, of the published values within statistical errors. Our systematic uncertainty is 

considerably smaller than for the other measurements. 
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11 Conclusions 
- 

Wit,h the Crystal Ball detector operating at the DORIS II storage ring we have measured 

the leptonic partial widths l?,, of the Y(lS) and Y(2S) resonances. Using the prescription of 

E;-uraev and Fadin [22] t o correct for init,ial state radiation, we find 

I’,,(Y(lS)) = 1.34 f 0.03 f 0.06 keV and 

l?,,(Y(2S)) = 0.56 f 0.04 i 0.02 keV. 

The errors are statistical and syst,ematic, respectively. These values are the most. precise 

siligle measurements, and agree well with the averages of previous measurements resealed to 

the ra.diative corrections of Kura.ev and Fadin. With these corrections t,he new world averages 

are 

r,,(r(is)) = 1.34 * 0.05 keV and 

r,,(Y(2S)) = 0.58 * 0.03 keV. 

To compare wit,h theoretical predictions, the experimental I’,, values should be divided by 

1.07 to include the effect of vacuum polarization [20,21]. Using the current world averages 

for B,, we obtain the total widths 

r,,,(r(is)) = 51 f 4 keV and 

r,,,(Y(2s)) = 40 i 9 keV. 

Finally, we determine R, the ratio of non-resonant hadronic cross section to the Born 

cross section of p pair production, at c.m. energy W = 9.39 GeV and find 

R = 3.48 f 0.04 f 0.16. 

Our value of R agrees within stat,istical errors with published results, and has the smallest 

systematic uncert,ainty. 
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Table 1: Summary of Monte Carlo genera.ted continuum QED and two-photon cross sections - 
a and observed cross sections EU. The errors in E(T originate from Monte Carlo statistics. 

Process W [GeV] 0 [nb] EC [Pbl 
e+e- + e+e-(y) 9.39 103.9 14.6 i 4.1 
e+e- + YYW 9.39 31.3 1.3 i 0.3 
e+e- 4 p+p-(y) 9.39 1.4 <l 
e+e- 4 7-+7--(y) 9.39 1.1 17114 
yy + hadrons 9.39 7.1 19.8 & 5.6 

Table 2: Data samples for the Y (IS) and Y (2s) scans and cont,inuum data: energy range, 

number of hadronic events, total luminosity wit.h st,at,istical error, and number of data points. 

Scan W range [GeV] # hadrons CC [nb-r] # points 

Y(lS) scans 
1 9.388 - 9.506 12195 2204f12 21 
2 9.445 - 9.477 6032 690 zt 7 9 
3 9.436 - 9.481 4008 567f 6 7 
4 9.444 - 9.479 5139 670f 7 8 

Tot,al 27374 4131rt17 45 

Y(2S) scan 
9.966 - 10.039 4367 994 f 9 10 

Cont.inuum data 
9.39 25825 7135zt 22 

Table 3: Results of fits to Y(lS) scans. Errors are statistical only. CL is the confidence level 
of the particular fit. 

Scan A Ob8 [nb MeV] A [MeV] C [nb GeV2] CL[%] Comment. 
1 289 f 8 7.7 It 0.3 3OOi 6 14.2 C free 
2 269i 32 7.2 i 0.6 327i48 74.3 C free 
3 312f19 8.3 i 0.5 280 i 20 4.0 C free 
4 2215 21 6.8 i 0.6 374It 31 32.9 C free 

2 288i 9 
3 298ztll 
4 2711 9 

7.5 i 0.3 300 81.6 C fixed 
T.9 i 0.3 300 6.2 C fixed 
8.0 Lt 0.3 300 12.8 C fixed 
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Table 4: Summary of hadronic det,ect.ion efficiencies for Y( 1s) and Y(2S) decays and for t’he 
cont.inuum process e+e- -+ ha.drons . The errors are from Monte Carlo statistics only. 

Efficiency Process Comments 
symbol ,G:V, 

T(W EH Y (IS) ---$ hadrons 9.46 83.1 zt 0.1 unpol. beams 
T(2S) 

EH Y( 2s) + hadrons 10.02 85.4 If 0.2 80% beam pol. 
E c-ant 44 e+e- 4 qq 9.39 72.0 III 0.5 unpol. beams 

Table 5: Compilation of B,, values (in%) for Y( 1s) and Y(2S) and world averages. 

Reaction B PP Experiment 

VS) 
y --$ I-LP 2.2f2.0 PLUTO [41] 

I- + PP 
1 4+3.4 

* -1.4 DESY-Heid. [31] 

y + PP 3.2f1.3f0.3 DASP II [33] 

y -+ PP 3.8f1.5f0.2 LENA [32] 

y -+ PP 2.710.3f0.3 CLEO [46] 

-IT --+ PP 2.710.310.1 CUSB [47] 
Y -3 ee 5.153.0 PLUTO [48] 
Y(2S)-17rsr-Y, Y--tp+pL-,e+e- 2.84zt0.18&0.20 CLEO [42] 
Y(2S)+n+n-Y, Y-+p+p-,e+e- 2.39zkO.12f0.14 ARGUS [49] 
Y -+ 7-r 3.4*0.4*0.4 CLEO [43] 

2.63 i 0.12 average 

VS) 
VS) + w 1.8&0.8&0.5 CLEO [44] 

VS) + w 1.410.3zkO.2 CUSB [47] 

VS) -+ PP l-010.6*0.5* ARGUS [45] 
r(2s)-d 7-T 1.711.5f0.6 CLEO [44] 

1.4 i 0.3 average 
* The ARGUS Y (2s) value iS scaled from the average Y( 1s) value with 
B,,(2S) = 1.57 i 0.59 i 0.53 + 2.1(B,,(lS) - 2.9) (in %) [45]. 
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Table 6: Measurements of I?,, Bhad (in keV). The type of radiative correction that was used 
in each published value is listed, and the resealed value is given. KF: Kuraev and Fadin, JS: 
Jackson and Scharre, GPS: Greco et al. 

Published I?,, Bhad Rad. corr. Resealed value Experiment 

WS) 
1.00 i 0.23 JS 1.09 f 0.25 DESY-Heidelberg [31] 

1.10 i 0.07 zt 0.11 GPS 1.13 f 0.13 LENA [32] 

1.12 f 0.07 * 0.04 JS 1.23 f 0.09 DASP II [33] 

1.17 f 0.05 zt 0.08 JS, full II 1.37 f 0.11 CLEO [34] 

1.04 f 0.05 zt 0.09 JS 1.17 f 0.11 CUSB [35] (unpub.) 
1.22 & 0.05 prev. average 

KF 1.23 f 0.02 * 0.05 this experiment 
1.23 zt 0.04 new average 

VS) 
0.37 f 0.16 JS 
0.53 It 0.07:;:;; GPS 

0.55 i 0.11 i 0.06 JS 
0.49 + 0.03 i 0.04 JS, full II 
0.53 i 0.03 i 0.05 JS 

KF 

0.41 Ifr 0.18 
0.54 * 0.12 
0.60 41 0.14 
0.58 5 0.06 
0.59 31 0.06 
0.57 rt 0.04 

0.54 5 0.04 xt 0.02 
0.56 i 0.03 

DESY-Heidelberg [31] 
LENA [32] 
DASP II [33] 
CLEO [34] 
CUSB [35] (unpub.) 
prev. average 
t.his experiment 
new average 

Table 7: Resealing factors for I?,,. Ratios of N(z = 0) compared to Fee ratios from fits to 
our Y(lS) scans using different prescriptions for radiative corrections. The smallness of the 
krrors on the measured ratios arises from the positive correlation of individual I?,, values. 
KF: Kuraev and Fadin, JS: Jackson and Scharre, GPS: Greco et al., T: Tsai. 

Radiative corrections Ratio from I?,, Ratio from N(z = 0) 

KF/JS 1.08655 * 0.00010 1.09340 

KF/GPS 1.02600 & 0.00002 1.02600 

KF/T 0.99955 Ik 0.00003 0.99911 
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CRYSTAL BALL 

6’72 NaI(T1) crystals 

tunnel crystals 

7- mini-@-quadrupole 
e+ 

X tr 
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small angle 
luminosity monitor 

ZJ190787 

Figure 1: View of the Crystal Ball detector 
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IpI 

Figure 2: (p, ztr) plane for unselected data. The accepted events are in the upper left corner 
separated from the rejected events by the solid line (see text). 
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Production Decay 

Figure 3: Feynman diagrams which contribute to O(cx”) to e+e- + Y and Y -+ e+e-. To this 
order the graphs b,c,d and g,h,i contribute only through their interference with the lowest 
order graphs a and f. 
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Figure 4: Ob served cross section vs. c.m. energy W for t,he four Y( IS) scans. Circles 
represent scan 1, squares scan 2, t,riangles scan 3, and diamonds scan 4. The full line is. the 
fit result; the dotted line shows the fitted background. 
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Figure 5: Observed cross section vs. c.m. energy W for the Y(2S) scan. The full line is the 
fit result, the dotted line shows the fitted background. 
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Kuraev, Fadin 

Jackson, Scharre I 
r\ 
” I 

I ” I 

Greco et al. 

Tsai 

Berends et al. 

ree (kev) 

Figure 6: Compilation of r,, results for the Y(1S) obt ained using different radiative correc- 
tions: Iiuraev and Fadin [22], Jackson and Scharre [18], Greco et al. [19], Tsai [20], full 0(a*) 
calculation by Berends et al. [30]. The errors are statistical only. 
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CRYSTAL BALL 
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Figure 7: Compilat,ion of R values. The small error bars represent statistical, the large error 
bars systematic errors separat,ely. The quot,ed values are measured at the following c.m. 
energies: CLEO [34] W = 10.4GeV; CUSB [38] W = 10.4GeV; LENA [28] W = 9.30 GeV; 
D-HH-HD [31] W = 9.45 GeV; DASP II [39] W = 9.5 GeV; PLUTO [40] W = 9.4 GeV. 
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